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Abstract 

An essential property which is desirable in a query 
language designed for a certain data model is that 
queries issued in that language must produce results that 
are structured and modeled using the same data msdel. A 
consequence of maintaining this property in a query 
language is that the result of a query can be used as an 
operand in sc+ne other query (or queries) or can bs saved 
as a user's view. Existing query languages that have been 
designed for the class of object-oriented data models do 
not posses this property. In this paper, we introduce the 
object-oriented query language (CQL), which maintains 
this property. An CQL query is considered as a function, 
which when applied to a database, returns a s&database 
whose structure consists of sane selected object classes 
and their associations. Ihe objects that satisfy the 
search conditions and participate in the patterns of 
object associations specified in the query constitute the 
eXtenSiOn of the resulting subdatabase. A subdatabase 
folms a "context" under which systemdefined and/or user 
defined operations can be specified and performsd. 
Several advanced features such as branching association 
patterns and set operations on subdatabases are also 
presented. 

1. Introduction 

The limitations of the existing record-oriented data 
models have long been observed [HAM81,HUL87,SU88]. To 
alleviate these limitations, several object-oriented (00) 
and semantic data models have been introduced as the 
potential alternatives for modeling many advanced 
database applications such as CAD/CAM, office autanation, 
and multimedia databases [HAM81,KIN84,BAT85,SU86,HUL87]. 
aI and -ntic data models can capture much more of the 
s-tics of these application danains in a "natural" 
way. They provide a rich variety of modeling constructs, 
which can model rrpst of the situations that may arise in 
such application domains. 

The term "00 data model" is used to refer to a data model 
that is a structurally and/or behaviorally object- 
oriented [DIT86]. A structurally 00 data model is one 
that enccnpasses at least the following characteristics: 
1. It allows for defining aggregation hierarchies. 
2. It allows for defining generalization hierarchies. 
3. It supports the unique identification of objects, that 

is, each object is assumed to have a unique object 
identifier (surrogate). 

The 00 view of an application world is represented in the 
folm of a network of classes and associations, which can 
be aggregation or generalization associations. 
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Object classes can be either pMti= classes whose 
instances are of sinple data types (e.g., integer, 
string, real) or nm-&mitive classes whose instances 
represent real world objects (e.g., Part, l3nployee). At 
the extensional level, instances of different classes can 
be related (associated) with each other forming patterns 
of object associations. A behaviorally object-oriented 
data model, on the other hand, is one in which operations 
that describe the behavior of the objects of a class can 
be defined and registered with that class. 

Several query languages such as DUPLEX [SHIEl], GEM 
IKm831, ARIEL [MAC85], and the object-oriented query 
language described in [BAN~E], which are based on the m 
view of data as described above (or variations of it), 
have been intrcduced in the literature. A query in these 
languages is performed by choosing one of the non- 
primitive classes in the schema as a central class 
(anchor class). The user then specifies some path 
expressions such that each path expression starts from 
the central class and ends up at a primitive class. A 
restriction condition can he specified on the class 
referenced at the end of a path expression and/or such a 
class can be specified in the target list (i.e., the list 
of attributes to be retrieved). The result of a query is 
defined as a set of tuples (i.e., a relation) each of 
which corresponds to a single instance of the central 
class and contains values related to that instance which 
are collected frun the primitive classes specified in the 
taxget list. 

These languages share the above characteristic even 
though they ax-e based on different paradigms. For 
example, DAPLEX is based on the functional paradigm. An 
attribute of a class in DAPIEX is treated as a function, 
which when applied to an object of the class, returns its 
attribute value fran the related class. Path expressions 
starting fran a central class can' be specified by 
amposing functions. The query language of [BAN~E], on 
the other hand, is based on the message passing paradiQn. 
In this language, an attribute of a class is treated as a 
m-cm which when sent to an object of the class, 
returns its attribute value fmn the related class. Path 
expressions starting fnxn a central class can be 
specified using a series of messages each of which is 
sent to the object returned by the previous message in 
the series. 

A major drawback of existing data manipulation languages 
for 00 and s-tic n&els is that they do not maintain 
the closure property because the result of a query doss 
not have the same structural properties as those of the 
original database. In these languages, the input to a 
queryhasanaJrepresen tation (i.e., classes and their 
associations) and its output is a relation. Consequently, 
the result of a query cannot be further operated on 
uniformly using the same query language operators to 
prcduce a new result. Contrary to these languages, the 
relational query languages such as SQL, QUEL, or the 
relational algebra maintain the closure property. A 
relational query can be a single-relation query or a 
multi-relation one. In either case, the result of a query 
is always a relation. In other words, both of the input 
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and output of a query have a relational representation. 
Thus, the resulting relation can be unifonaly operated on 
by another query in a nested fashion or can be saved as a 
view definition and manipulated uniformly as any of the 
base relations. 

Motivated by this limitation of the existing W query 
lawmges, we have developed a new OO query language 
called OQL, which maintains the closure property. A query 
in this language, can be considered as a function that, 
when applied to a database, ret- a subdatabase whose 
Structure is comprised of sans selected classes of 
objects and their associations, i.e., it has the same 
structural characteristics as those of the original 
database. For this reason, a resulting subdatabase can be 
further operated on by another OQL query to prcduce 
another subdatabase or it can be saved as a view 
definition. The instances (objects) that satisfy the 
search conditions and participate in the patterns of 
object associatiam specified in the query (see Section 
3) form the extension of the resulting subdatabase. 

Another shortccxning of existing 00 query languages is 
that they are oriented towards retrieval and storage 
manipulation operations (i.e., system-defined operations) 
in the sense that a query specifies data to bs 
manipulated by such operations as Retrieve, Update, and 
Delete. In a behaviorally 00 data model, user-defined 
operations that describe the behavior of object classes 
canbedefined andregisteredwiththeseclasses. InGQL, 
a subdatabase represents a Vontext" in which objects of 
various classes must exist before being ccnsidered for 
further manipulation by different operations including 
system-defined operations (e.g., Update, Display) as ~11 
as use&fined operations (e.g., Hireenrployee, Move). 
Multiple operations (messages) can be issued against the 
different classes of a subdatabase in the same query. 

This paper introduce.?. the OQL language and is organized 
as follows. In Section 2, we describe the OO view of a 
university database as represented by an OO rmdel. In 
Section 3, the concept of semantic association pattern is 
introduced together with the basic operators used for 
defining a subdatabase. Section 4 presen ta sass advanced 
features of OOL. 'Ihe assignment operator of OQL and the 
closure property are described in Section 5. Finally, 
some conclusions OQL are sumaarized in Section 6. 

2. The Object-oriented View of Databases 

We shall describe first the CiO viev of a university 
database as modeled by the 00 seaantic association model 
OSAM* [SUSE]. lk university schema shown in Figure 2.1 
is then used in the renainder of this paper to issue - 
ewnple GQL queries. The concepts introduced in OQL can 
be applied to any OO data rnxlel that enuxrpasses the 
three structural properties described in Section 1 and 
are notlimitedto theOSAM* model. 

A database scheM is represented in OSAM* as a network of 
associated (inter-related) object classes. Graphically, 
object classes are represented as nodes and associations 
amng object classes are represented as links. Ths 
resulting diagram is called the Semantic diagram or S- 
dhgra. In OSAW, there are two types of object classes: 
Entity cbject ClaSseS ( B-class) and Duaain object classes 
(D-class) which are represented in the S-diagram as 
rectangular and circular nodes, respectively. The sole 
function of a D-class is to foam a -in of possible 
values (e.g., integers, strings, etc.) frcm which 
descriptive attributes of objects draw their values. An 
E-class, on the other hand, forms a danain of objects 
which occur in an application's world (e.g., Faculty, 
Department, etc.). Each object of an Cclass is 
represented by a unique object identifier (OID). 

There are five types of links (associations) in OsAE*. 
?tuo of these association types appear in Figure 2.1, 
namely, Aggregation (A) and Generalization (G), which are 
also recognized in several other semantic and a3 ncdels. 
A class can have several types of links andmxethan one 
link of each type emanating frun it. In the S-diagram, 
links of the sams typs that emanate fran a class are 
grcuped together and labeled by the letter that denotes 
the association type. 

As an example, in Figure 2.1, the E-class Person has two 
types of links: Aggregation links with the D-classes SSX 
and Name and Generalization links with the E-classes 
Student and Teacher (i.e., Student and Teacher are 
subclasses of the superclass Person). An aggregation link 
represents an attribute and has the same name as the 
class it connects to unless specified otherwise (e.g., 
the link labsled Major that mnates from the class 
Student). Aggregation links that emanate fran an E-class 
and connect to D-classes represent the descriptive 
attributes of that class (e.g., the attribute sectiont of 
the class Section). A class inherits all the aggregation 
associations that connect to or emanate frrxa its 
superclasses. Figure 2.2 shows the actual view of the 
class RA in which all the associations inherited by RA 
are explicitly represented. A detailed description of the 
OSAM* model can be found in [SUEE]. 

3. Object-oriented Query Language OQL 

In this section, the general OQL syntax and ssanantics are 
described and illustrative examples are given. Throughout 
this paper, capital letters are used to denote E-classes 
(A, B,... )aod~lletterswithanintegerappendedto 
each letter are used to denote objects (or OIDs) (e.g., 
al, a2, . . . and bl, b2, . . . are 01&a for objects that 
belong to the classes A and B, respectively). 

3.1Definitions and Overview 

An0QLquerynetums a subdatabaae,uhich is a portionof 
theopsrmd&tabase(anoperanddatabesecanbethe 
original database or another subdatabase that has been 
established by another query). Figure 3.1 shows a oertain 
subdatabase SDB of the original database of Figure 2.1. A 

subdatabaae -i&s of two parts: an j.mtwsi& 
eetwhdm patten and a set of e-e 
patterns. An intensional associaticn pattern is 
represented as a network of B-classes and their 
associations and descriptive attributes. E%r example, 
Figure 3.la represents the intensional association 
pattern of a the subdatabase SDB,which,inthissimple 
case, has a l~structum thatamaists of theclasses 
Teacher, Section, and Course and their associations. By 
default, all the descriptive attributes of the B-classes 
of a subdatabaae are also present in the subdatabase 
unless specified otherwise in a Select subclause to be 
described later. In Figure 3.1, hoverer, the descriptive 
attributes of the classes of SDBare notshownin order 
tokeep the figure simple. 

An extensional association pattern is a network of 
instances and their associations that belong to the 
classes and association types of the intensional 
association pattern. The set of extensional patterns of a 
s~atabase can be represented in the fona of an 
exteneionial di.agr-. Figure 3.lb shavs a possible 
extensional diagram for the subdatabase SDB. (We note 
that Section s3 is related to avxe than one Course 
instance and Section s4 is not related to any Course 
instance. Naturally, there is a constraint on the 
&t&~,~~~tmtregtrictsthenmppingbetween sectionand 
course to N:l and another Non-null constraint on the 
aggregation association of course with Sectim. Ws assune 
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A Aggregatwn 
G Generallzatlon 

specialty 
Flgure 2.1’ Univenlty Schema 

pepaltment 1 

Flgure 2.2: Class RA with all the Inherited Asswations 
Expltcitly Represented 

Figure 3 18 The lntensanal Pattern cl a Subdaabase SD8 

Figure 3.lb: A Pcssiblo Eaenstcnal Diagram for lhe Subdatabase SDB 

Figure 3.1~. A Normalued Extensional Dlagram Corresponding 10 Ftg 3 lb 

Flgure 3.1 The lmerwcnal and set of Extenwonal Patterns cl a Subdatabase 
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that these constraints are waived here in order to be 
able to describe the most general case.) The 
interconnection of t3 and s4 in the figure is an example 
of an extensional pattern, which records the fact that 
object t3 is associated with object s4 (Teacher t3 is 
teaching Section s4). 

A "eed extemsiaoal &iagra is an extensional 
diagram in which an object may appear more than once 
depending on the nuaber of associations it has with the 
objects of a neighboring class (in case of a rmlti-valued 
association) and a separate link is used to connect it to 
each object of the neighboring class. Figure 3.1~ shows 
the normalized extensional diagram for the sarm 
subdatabase. In the remainder of this paper, we shall 
deal with normalized extensional diagrams only. In 
addition to the graphical representation, an extensional 
patb?m may be represented as a tuple of OIDs. For 
exanple, <t1,s2,c1>, <c3> and <sS,c4> are sane of the 
extensional patterns that appear in the s&database SDB 
(Figure 3.1~). 

We define an =te=iaul.pettemtypeasthecumwn 
template that is shared by several extensional patterns 
in a subdatabase. A pattern type is denoted by a tuple of 
class names. For example, <Teacher, Section, Course> is 
me of the extensional pattern types that exist in 
Figure 3.lc, which has as instances all the extensional 
patterns that contain Teacher, section, and Course 
objects, i.e., the extensional patterns <tl,s2,cl>, 
<t2,s3,cl>, and <t2,s3,c2>. Oa the other hand, the 
extensional pattern <t3,s4> whose Course-caaponent is 
Null (since the pattern does not contain any Course 
object) is of the type <Tea&x,%&ion>. The five 
extensional pattern types present in the extensional 
diagram of Figwe 3.1~ are <Teacher,Secticn, Course>, 
<Teacher,Section>, <.Section,Course>, <Teacher>, ad 
<course>. 

The philosophy underlying OQL is to allow the user to 
specify, first, thedesired subdatabaseby specifying its 
intensional pattern and the set of extensional pattern 
types that are of interest and then the operation(s) to 
be perfonmd on the classes of the subdatabase. The 
search engine of the underlying CID Di?ES would establish 
the subdatabase by identifying all the extensional 
patterns that belong to the specified types and then 
perform the Operation(S). 

A query block in CQL consists of a Context clause and an 
Operation clause. The Context clause has two optional 
subclauses: a Where subclause and a Select subclause. 
This stmctlrreis shownbelcw. 

amtext association pattern expression 
rhere conditions 
eeleck object classes and/or attributes 

opexat&e(s) object class(es) 

In the context clause, the user specifies a desired 
subdatabae by specifying its intensional pattern and 
extensional pattern types of interest (both are specified 
in the association pattern expression). A linear 
association pattern expression has the form “A [intra- 
class conditions] ap B [intra-class conditions] op C 
[intra-class conditions] . ..'I where "op" is one of the 
association pattern operators to be described in Sections 
3.2 and 3.3. Bach operator separates two E-classes that 
are directly associated in a schema. More canplex 
association pattern expressions that contain branching 
are described in Section 4. 'Ihe intra-class conditions 
enclosed in brackets following a class name are optional 
and me expressed in the form of predicates that involve 
the descriptive attributes of that class. 

The hhere subclause further causes the extensional 
patterns that do not satisfy - conditions to be 
dmwed fmmtheConte&subdatabase. The conditions that 
can be specified in the Vihere subclause are inter-class 
ccaparison conditions, which are caaparisons between sine 
attributes of two classes if these attributes are type 

TT=--" t and'or 
ccapariscns bet- objects (equal 

or not equal I!-') if these objects are type 
cmparable (i.e., belonging to the same E-class or any of 
its superclasses or subclasses). 

The Select subclauseopemtes cm the subdatabase returned 
by the Context clause and its optional where subclause to 
pmduoe a new subdatabase which results fran "projecting" 
the Context subdatabase over sass classes and descriptive 
attributes. A resulting subdatabase can be either saved 
for further processing (Section 5) using the same 
association pattern operators of ODL (since the closure 
property is maintained) or operated on by the 
operation(s) specified in an operation clause. We note 
that the Select operation in OQL does not imply 
displaying sama data to the user as in SQL. 

The Operation clause specifies a set of messages 
(operation n-) to be sent to the classes of the 
subdatabase that is returned by the Context expression. 
Bach message may be follow& by one or arxe arguments 
that identify the recipient classes. Thus, several 
operations can be performed over the same or different 
classes and a single operation can bs performed over 
several classes resulting frun a Context clause. An 
operation can be either a system-defined data 
manipulaticu operation (e.g., Display, Update, Print) or 
a user-defined operation (e.g., Rotate, Order-part, Hire 
enployee). 

If the Display (Print) operation is specified in the 
operation clause, it causes the values of the descriptive 
attributes that appear in the subdatabase to be displayed 
(printed) to the user in the fona of a table. If the 
Display operation is not follcnred by a class name as an 
argmrsnt, the resulting table will be a first normal form 
table defined over all identified attributes. Otherwise, 
the awIt class identifies a "viewpoint" based on 
which the resulting descriptive data is to be organized 
in the form of a non-normalized table (i.e., a table in 
which a value can be a nested tableora set). lhus, the 
descriptive data are structured under the objects of the 
argument class. 

The operators that can be used in the association pattern 
expression of the Context clause are the aemciatiar 
clpembrandthem~. 

3.2 The Association Operator 

Wren the association operator (*) is applied to two 
directly associated E-classes A and B in a database 
(i.e., the expression “A l B"), it returns a subdatabase 
whcee intensional pattern consists of the two classes A 
and B and their association. lbe resulting subdatabase 
contains also the set of extensional patterns drawn fman 
the operand database such that each extensional pattern 
contains objects of w A and B (i.e, extensional 
patterns that are of the typs <A,B>). B objects that are 
not associated with any A objects and A objects that are 
not associated with any B objects in ths operand database 
are not retained in the resulting s&database. The 
following example queries illustrate the use of the 
association operator. 

Q~erv 3.1 Display the n- of the teachers who teach 
sans sections and the sectionl's for these sections. 

aoptwt Teacher l Section 
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select name, section# 
display Teacher 

If the Context expression in this guery is applied to the 
subdatabase SDB of Figure 3.1, it returns a new 
subdatabase whose set of extensional patterns is 
(<tl,s2>, <t2,s3>, <t3,s4>1. The extensional pattern <t4> 
(or <t4, Null>) is not included in this set because its 
Section-caaponent is Null (similarly the pattern <s5> is 
not included). Figure 3.2a shows the intensional pattern 
of this subdatabase where all the descriptive attributes 
of the classes Section and Teacher appear with thgn 
(i.e., by default). The Select subclause derives a new 
subdatabase frcia the Context subdatabase. The intensional 
pattern of the new subdatabase, as shown in Figure 3.2b, 
consists of the classes Teacher and Section and only the 
two attributes that are referenced in the Select 
subclause, namely, Name of Teacher and Sectiont of 
Section. If aa the descriptive attributes of a class are 
to be retained in the subdatabase the following rule can 
be applied. 

Rule tl If all the descriptive attributes of a class are 
to be retained in the subdatabase derived by the Select 
subclause, the class name can be referenced in the 
subclause without specifying any of its attributes, i.e., 
the default is "all attributes." 

A Select subclause can also select a subset of E- 
classes, thus producing a subdatabase that results fran 
dropping the unreferenced E-classes fran the operand 
subdatabase. (A class is considered "unreferenced" in a 
Select subclause if none of its descriptive attributes is 
referenced in it.) If a class to be dropped frun the 
operand s&database connects two classes that are to be 
retained, new direct association is created between these 
tw retained classes in the produced subdatabase. At ths 
extensional level, direct links bet- the instances of 
the two classes are inferred. For example, the 
subdatabase that results frun selecting the classes 
Teacher and C-e of the subdatabase SDB of Figure 3.1 
is sham in Figure 3.3. 

The display operation in the above guery causes the 
result to be displayed in a non-normalized tabular form 
in which each tuple consists of a teacher's name and the 
s& of sectiont's for the sections he/she teaches. This 
is because the argunent of the Display operation 
indicates that the result is to be vie frcm the point 
of view of the class Teacher. We note that the result of 
a Display operation does not belong to the mrld of 
subdatabases and therefore cannot be operated on using 
the OQL operators. However, the subdatabase that 
corresponds to a certain displayed result can be further 
operated on to produce a new s&database whose 
descriptive attributes can be also displayed. 

The definition of the association operator can be easily 
generalized to the case when the association pattern 
expression contains more than two classes. For example, 
the expression “A l B l C" ret- the extensional 
patterns that are of the type <A,B,C>. It is noted hem 
that one can define a single extensional pattern type 
using the association operator. A mechanism for defining 
a richer variety of extensional pattern types in a single 
expression is described in Section 3.4. 

Query 3.2 Display the Department n- for all 
departments that offer 6000 level courses that have 
current offerings (sections). Also, display the titles of 
~~ ccumes and the textbooks used in each section. In 
addition, print the results. 

ccetertDepartamit*Cxrse [6000 <= CX < 70001 l 

Section 

select name, title, textbook 
aisplay 
print 

Two operations are specified in the operation clause of 
this query, n-ly, Display and Print. These operations 
are to be performed on the subdatabase returned by the 
Select subclause. Also, the intra-class condition on the 
Ct attribute of Course is enclosed in brackets following 
the class name in the Context expression. The result of 
the Display or Print operation is a normalized table 
since neither of the TV operations is followed by a 
viewpoint class. 

As in Query 3.3 below, an association (or non- 
association) operator can be used between any two classes 
whether they am COMeCted by a generalization or an 
aggregation association. An association pattern 
expression concerns only with whether sane classes and 
their instances are associated with one another or not. 
It doss not specify what types of associations relate 
them. This is because the types of the associations 
connecting them have already been explicitly defined in 
the schema and restating these association types in 
queries is unnecessary. The gueryproces sorofan00DEMS 
can make use of the type information stored in the 
dictionary to properly interpret the queries and enforce 
the relevant semantics and constraints. For example, a 
link that exists between an instance of the class TA and 
an instance of the class Grad is an identity link. In 
other words, the semantics implied by the generalization 
association here is that the tm instances are actually 
two different perspectives of the same real world object. 

Before presenting the example guery 3.3, we introduce the 
following two general rules that are relevant to the 
w--Y. 

Rule t2 An attribute that appears in the Select or Where 
subclause has to be gualified by its class name only if 
it is not unique anrxng the attributes of the classes that 
are referenced in the Context clause. 

Rule t3 Different aliases (range or iteration variables) 
of a class can be generated in CQL by appending an 
Underscore and an integer to the class name in an 
association pattern expression (e.g., Grad-l is and alias 
of Grad). 

Query 3.3 Print the names of graduate students who teach 
other graduate students in sane sections. Also, print the 
-s of tlwse graduate student-s they teach. Organize the 
result fran the point of view of the teaching graduate 
students. 

amtxs&GmdJ l TA l Teacher *Section * 
Student l Grad-2 

select Grad-l [name], Grad-2 [name] 
print Grad-l 

In this query, TA inherits the status of being related to 
Section fran both Teacher and Student with each of them 
having its distinctive meaning. Thus, using the 
expression "TA * Teacher * Section" instead of the 
expression "TA * Section" is to explicitly state that we 
are interested in TA as playing the role of Teacher 
rather than the role of Student of a section. Also, in 
this query, the Select subclause projects over the two 
classes Grad&l and Grad-2 since they are the only classes 
referenced in it. Thus, the intensional pattern of the 
final subdatabase contains these t*lo classes with a 
derived aggregation association between them and the 
attribute Name of each class. 
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Figure 3.2~ The Result of a Context Expression of a Query 

Figure 3.2b: The Pmjection of the Subdatabase 
01 Fig.3.2a over some Descriptive Attributes 

Figure 3.2: The Effect of a Select Subclause 

Figure 3.33: Alter Projecting the Subdatabase of 
F~ure 3.1 over Teacher and Section 

TMChW COWS9 

Figure 3.3b: The Exlensional Diagram Corresponding lo 
Fiiure 3.3a 

Figure 3.3: The Resull of a Projection Operation at rhe 
Intensional and Extensional Levels 

Flgure 4.1: A Graphical Representation 
01 a Branching Asbociallon Pattern 
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3.3 The Non-association Operator 

We use the exclamation sign (!) to denote this operator. 
When this operator is applied to two directly associated 
E-classes A and B in a schema (i.e., the expression "A ! 
B"), it returns a subdatabase which contains only the 
instances of A that are n& associated with any instances 
of B and the instances of B that are not associated with 
any instances of A. For example, the tiTinstances t4 and 
s5 are returned in the s&database that results when the 
expression "Teacher ! Section" is applied to the 
subdatabase SDB of Figure 3.1 (i.e., it returns the 
teachers who are not assigned to any sections and the 
sections which are not assigned to any teacher). 

The association operator has higher precedence than the 
non-association operator. As an example, when the 
association pattern exPression "Teacher ! Section * 
CoI.Use" iS applied to the classes of the subdatabase SDB 
of Figure 3.1, it produces a new subdatabase that 
contains the follcwing set of extensional patterns: 
{<sS,c4>, <t3>, <t4>1. The pattern <t3) is retained in 
this result because of the higher precedence of the 
association operator over the non-association operator. 
When the association operator is applied first, object s4 
is not retained in the result (since it is not associated 
with any Course object) causing object t3 to be not 
associated with any Section object in this result. when 
the non-association operator is applied next, it causes 
all the Teacher objects that are associated with any 
pattern of the type <Section,Course> (i.e., the objects 
tl and t2) to be dropped together with these 
<Section,Course> Patterns. Thus, the final result 
contains the above set of extensional patterns. The 
precedence of the association operator over the non- 
a-iaticn operator can be overridden by Parentheses. 
The following is an exaaple query that uses the non- 
association operator. 

Querv 3.4 Display the names of those graduate students 
who am TA's but not RA's. 

3.4 Association Pattern Subexpressions 

By using only the association operator in an association 
pattern exPression, one can identify a single extensional 
pattern type. In - situations, extensicnal patterns of 
different types may be desired in the resulting 
subdatabase. This can be perfonmd in OQL byenclosinga 
subexpression of the association pattern expression 
inside braces. lhis s&expression identifies a certain 
extensional pattern type. For example, the expression “A 

l (B * CJ * D" returns the subdatabasewhoseintensional 
pattern consists of these four classes and whose set of 
extensional patterns includes all patterns that are of 
the types <A,B,C,D> and <B,C>. In other words, this 
expression means to select both the instances of A,B,C 
andDclasses that are connected (associated) all the way 
through as well as those instances of B and C that are 
connectedtoeachotherbutnotnecessarilyconnectedto 
the instances of A and/or B. lhe braces around B l C 
capture the semantics of the Outerjoin concept (COD791. 

If, in the above expression, an extensional pattern of 
the type <B,C> appears in the n%Stiking subdatabase as 
part of a larger pattern of the type <A,B,C,D>, it will 
not appear independently in that resulting subdatabase. 
For example, if the original database contains Ody the 
two Patterns <al,bS,cS,dS> and <a3,b2,cl>, then the 
expression "A l [I3 l C) * D" returns the extensional 
patterns <al,bS,cS,dS> and <b2,c2>. The extensional 

Pattern <bS,cS> will not appear independently in the 
result since it already appears as a part of the 
extensional pattern <al,bS,cS,dS>. In general, an 
extensional pattern of a certain specified type will not 
appear independently in the result, if it is part of a 
larger extensional pattern. 

Subexpressions can be nested to several levels. For 
example, the expression "([[A) * B} * C) * D" identifies 
the extensional pattern typea <A>, <A,B>, <A,B,C>, and 
<A,B,C,D>. 

Querv 3.5 Display the SSK's of all graduate students 
(whether they have advisors or not) and for those 
graduate students who have advisors, display their 
advisors' names. 

oopfmct ( Grad ) l Advising * Faculty 
select Grad [SSC], Faculty (trams] 

displv 

The attribute Rams in the Select subclause of this query 
is qualified by its class name because it is not unique 
among the classes referenced in the Context clause (see 
Rule t2 above) and similarly the attribute SS#. 

4. Advanced Features of OQL 

4.1 Branching Association Patterns 

An association pattern expression may contain branches 
expressed by an AND or an OR operator. There can be 
several nested levels of branching. For example, the 
expression "A * B * IYD (C l a (D * E, F), G * H)" is a 
branching association pattern expression, which 
corresponds to the intensional pattern shm in Figure 
4.1. A class at which the bmnclrlng occurs is called a 
fork class (e.g., B and C in the above expression). An 
AND operator means that, in the result, an instance fraa 
the fork class must bs associated with instances fma 
both of the branches, while an OR operatormeans that an 
instance frun the fork class must be associated with an 
instance from at least one of tha two branches. Figure 
4.2 slwws suns association pattern expressions that 
represent nmrks of classes and associations tcgethsr 
with a graphical represen tation of the extensional 
pattern types they define. 

Querv 4.1 Print the - of any faculty amber who is 
teaching any section of a course that is offered by the 
'EE' depa&aent, provided that the section is taken by at 
leastone graduate student who is an RA. Also, print the 
cl value(s). 

antzxt Faculty * Secticn l 

aId (course l Deparhnent [name - 'EE'], RA) 
select Faculty [name], ct 

Prbt 

CQL makes full use of the inheritance property of the 
generalisatice association. In this query, Faculty and RA 
inherit the association to. Section from their 
superclasses. Hence, using the expression "Faculty * 
Section" instead of "Faculty * Teacher l Section" and the 
expression "Section * RA" instead of %ection l Student * 
Grad l RA" is legal. 

4.2 Set Operators 

The set operators Union, Intersection, and Difference can 
be applied to any two union-cuapatible subdatabases to 
produce a new subdatabase. two subdatabases are said to 
be vmhm-anptible if both of them have the same 
intensional association pattern defined in terms of E- 
classes only and irrespective of the D-classes that may 

. 
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exist in the subdatabases. Thus, the following is a legal 
fonuat for a guery. 

cotitest~*(~*~*~) 
lmicn 
[A*B*Cl *D 

select <classes and attributes> 

The first argument to the Union operator returns a 
subdatabase whose extensional patterns are of the types 
<A,B,c,D> and <B,C,D> while the secondarguaentreturnsa 
subdatabase whose extensional patterns are of the types 
<A,B,C,D> and <A,B,C>. Rowever, both subdatabases have 
the sane intensional pattern that consists of the four 
classes A, B, C, and D and their associations. The result 
of the Union operation is a subdatabase that contains 
extensional patterns of the three types <A,B,c,D>, 
<B,C,D>, and <A,B,C>, i.e., it contains the set of all 
extensional patterns that belong to either the first or 
second s&database. The Select subclause is then applied 
to the resulting subdatabase. The Difference operator 
returns a subdatabase that contains the set of all 
extensional patterns that belong to the first subdatabase 
but not to the second subdatabase. lhe subdatabase 
returned by the Intersection operator contains the set of 
extensional patterns that belong toboth subdatabases. 

S&operators canbs usedtocreateviewsinwhichscee 
descriptive attribute values of objects do not appear 
withthemin the view unless theseobjects participate in 
certain patterns of associations (e.g., for security 
~SODS) . This is illustrated by the follaving query, 
which produces a subdatabase thatcanbesavedasa 
user'sview(SedionS&scribesha*viewscanbedefined 
and saved). 

amtext Teacher * Section l Course [c# >- 50001 
select -, degree, sectiont 

amtsatlkackr*Section*Student*Grad 
aelet Teacher [name, Sst], sectiont 

Thetwo argmmrts of the Union operator are tva~ QQL 
queries that return two union-vtible subdatabases 
(since the Select subclause in each query projects over 
the two classes Teacher and Section, i.e., both 
subdatabases have the ssms intensional pattern). This 
means that each of the two queries returns extensional 
patterns of ths typs <Teacher, Section> but each query 
derives these patterns based on different conditions. The 
class Teacher in the first subdatabase has the 
descriptive attributes Name and Degree, while in the 
second subdatabase it has the descriptive attributes Wams 
and SSt. The intensional patterns of these twJ 
subdatabases are sham in Figure 4.3a. In the final 
subdatabase, i.e., the result of the Union operation, 
only ths Teacher instances that appeared in bothoperand 
subdatabases will have values for all the three 
attributes fame, Degree, and SS#. ThoseTeacherinstances 
that appeared in the first s&database but not in the 
second subdatabase shall have Null values for the SS# 
attribute in the final subdatabase. The same goes for 
those Teacher instances that appeared in the second 
subdatabasebut notin the firstsubdatabasewithrespect 
to DBgree values. Figure 4.3b shows the intensional 
pattern of the final subdatabase in which the generic 
class Teacher has the attribute Nams and each of the two 
subclasses Teacher-l and Teacher-2 has one of the Other 
two attributes. The instances of the Teacher-l and 
Teacher_a subclasses are those&rived fmnthe firstand 
md operands of the Union operator, respectively. 

Note that the non-association cperator of OQL can be 
defined in terms of the Association and Difference 
operators and using braces as follows. 

A ! B - [A) l (B] - A * B 
Where "-'I stands for the set difference operator 
described above. The following equation shows the 
equivalent expression to an expression that contains both 
an association operator and a non-association operator. 

AIB*C-(A] *IR*C)-A*B*c 
though the non-association operator can be defined in 
tems of 0therOQLoperators , it is provided as a shorter 
notationforeaseofuse. 

4.3 Queries with Multiple E5cpressions 

In OQL, one can specify canpariscn conditions between 
attribute values or between objects of two different 
classes that appear in two different association pattern 
expressions. In this case, the two expressions shall be 
separated by a cusna in the Context clause. Before 
presenting Query 4.2 which contains multiple aSso&atiOn 
pattern expressions, we give ths following rule that is 
relevant to the query. 

Rule t4 If the association operator is used between two 
classes that are connected by more than one association 
(in this case the a-iaticn links have to bs 
distinctively nrlmed in the sczhema), then the name of the 
intended association needs to bs specified after the 
association operator. 

For example, there are two associations between the 
classes Undergrad and Department (Figure 2.1): the 
association labeled Winor and the inherited association 
labeled Wajor. Hence, the expression "Undergrad %jor 
Dspartamk~ is used to refer to undergraduate students 
and their arajor departnmks. 

~uzv 4.2 Msplay ths naneS of all the undergraduate 
students minoring in the major departInent of the 
undergraduate student whose SS# - xxx. Display also the 
name of the departmsnt. 

aoatext undergrad~ -nor DeparbumtJ, 
undergrad_ [sst - xxx1 ‘PLajor apartment-a 

wk8re Department-l - Depztmmt-2 
eelset undergrad_ [-I, Dq=-tmmt-1 band 

Ihe two association pattern expressions of the Context 
clause in the above query create two subdatabases. The 
two subdatabases am then linked b the conditionstated 
in thek&re subclausetoproducea newsubdatabaseto 
which the Select subclause is applied. Also, in this 
query,thecoaq?arisoninthe~~subclauseisperfonned 
between two type-carparable objects (i.e., objects that 
belong to the sase class or to two different classes of 
the - generalization hierarchy). 

5. Assigment Operator andClosure Property 

The assignmsnt operator ":-" can be used to save the 
subdatabasethatisretuIl3edbyaquery.For~le,the 
expresSiOn "X :- as&f& A l B * C" creates the 
subdatabase X whose intensional pattern consist.9 of the 
classes A, B, and C, their associations, and their 
descriptive attributes andwhoseextensicmalpattems are 
the ones that are of the type <A,B,c>. To save a 
subdatabase permanently (i.e, not only for ths duration 
of the guery session), the key word arave is used before 
the subdatabase nane (e.g., s&w X :- ODlltect A * B l C). 

A class that appears in a subdatabase can bs referenced 
in the context of that subdatabase (i.e., only the 
instances of that class that appear in the subdatabase 
are considered) by gualifying its nan~ with the 
subdatabase nams using a colon (e.g., X:C). If not 
qualified by a subdatabase nane the "base" class is 
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Figure 5.1: The Intensional Pattern of the View Vl 
Defined by an OOL Query 

Figure 4.3: An example ot applying a set operator to two 
union mrrpatble subdatabases 
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assuned. For example, if the class C in the original 
database is associated with the class D and D is 
associated with E, then the following query creates the 
subdatabase Y that consists of the class C derived fran 
the subdatabase X and the class E derived from the 
original database tcgether with all of their descriptive 
attributes (refer to Rule tl in Section 3.2). 

eau3Y :- - X:C l D l E 
aelect x:c, E 

This query operates on two databases, the subdatabase x 
and the original database and produces a single 
subdatabase (Y) whose intensional pattern consists of the 
classes C and E and a derived association between them. 
Thesubdatabaseycanbeusedbyanotherquerytoproduoe 
yetanothersubdatsbase. 

Another umseguence of maintaining the closure property 
in CQL is that nested association pattern expressions can 
be used. For example, the following two expressions am 
equivalent (where X is as defined before and assuming 
that B is directly associated with each of the classes A, 
C, J, and K). 

Z I- aoaterct J * X:B l K 
Z :- motat J l (A * B l C):B l K 

In the second expression, “A l B l C" is a nepe 
association pattern expression that identifies a certain 
subdatabase whose B cceponent is referenoed by theouter 
association pattern expression. 

Query 5.1 Define the user's view Vl that consists of the 
classes Course, Student and Grad such that a Course 
instanoennrsthave been taken by the Studentinstancewho 
may or may not bs a graduate student provided also that 
the course instanoe belongs to the EE department. The 
attributes Ct, SS#, and Nams sust appear with the classes 
CXume, Student and Grad, respectively. 

sanvl := mptert [Department [name- ‘EE’I l Course * 
Transcript l Student I l Grad 

select c#, Student [SSK], Grad [name] 

The intensional pattern of the subdatabase Vl is shc+er in 
Figure 5.1, where a generalization association connects 
Student to Grad. In this subdatabase, only graduate 
students shall have values for the attribute Name, even 
tlwugh, in the original database, all students may have 
Name values. 

6. Conclusion 

In this paper, we have introduced the guery language CQL 
for manipulating 00 databases. A query in CQL returns a 
s&database, vhich has structural properties that am 
similar to thcee of the original database (i.e., it 
contains multiple classes and associations). In other 
m&t the closure property is preserved. Thus, the 
result of a guerycanbe an operand of another query. 
The distinguishing features of CQL are sumnar ized as 
follows. 
1. A subdatabase returned by a guery represents a 

%ontext" under which suns operations can bs specified 
and executed. In an CQL guery, the specification of 
the Context subdatabase is separated fmm the 
specification of the operations on that subdatabase. 
This allows different operations to be performed on 
different object classes in the specified context. 

2. Set operations can be performed on Union-ccqatible 
subdatabases. The result of a set operation is a new 
subdatsbase that can be further manipulated in the 
normal way. 

3. The association operators and the AND/CR operators 
allow very complex association patterns to be 
specified in a simple way. The same functionality 
*lould bs specified in SQL, for example, by a canplex 
nesting of Select- FrauWhere blocks. 

4. Canparison operators (i.e., I-* and '1-l) can be used 
to compare objects that belong to E-classes directly 
without referencing their attributes. 

5. GQL makes full use of the inheritance property of the 
generalization association. A class inherits all the 
associations that emanate from or connect to its 
superclasses. 

Ci?L is particularly suited for implementation on a 
graphics system. Aquerycanbe specifiedbybmwsingthe 
S-diagram of object classes and pointing and traversing 
object classes to enter qualification conditions and 
association operators. An implementation of GQL on a SUW 
vm-kstation is reported in a master's thesis [TYEE]. 
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